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Ampler Bikes expands service partner network
in Germany with The Netherlands &
Switlzerland on the horizon
Estonian e-bike brand, Ampler Bikes is building upon nationwide
momentum and matching consumer demand in Germany by
announcing its expanding its service partner program.

February 2020, Berlin - Regular maintenance and proper care are crucial for optimising any
bicycle's performance but especially for e-bikes. Conveniently timed at the start of 2020 cycling
season, Tallinn based start-up, Ampler Bikes has announced from their Berlin office and
showroom that they are expanding their service partner network in Germany. This latest
update, enables the direct-to-consumer brand to offer additional incentives for those in the
market for a modern urban mobility solution.

Current and future Ampler owners in Germany can now have their bikes serviced by specially
trained experts in Berlin, Munich, Frankfurt, Hamburg and Hannover. Further locations and
partners in Stuttgart, Zurich and Amsterdam will follow in the coming months.
Warranty cases can also be completed with the partner shops in cooperation Ampler customer
service. Regular maintenance and repair work can, of course, also be done by any local bike
shop.
For test rides, there are Ampler ambassadors at 21 different locations in Germany and even
more in England, The Netherlands, Belgium, Switzerland, Austria, Swizterland and Esonia. See
exactly where the closest Ampler model are ready for free test drives are here:
https://amplerbikes.com/en/testride
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About Ampler Bikes

Ampler Bikes makes light electric bicycles for urban commuters. The company launched in
2016 with a mission to create better commuting experiences and remove barriers from cycling.
Currently, Ampler has 36 people working between the two offices located in Berlin and Tallinn.
The Ampler Bikes showroom is located in the lively Berlin neighbourhood in Prenzlauer Berg,
at Kollwitzstraße 47.
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